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ABSTRACT Miniaturization has
fueled spectacular advances in the
electronic and telecommunications
industries, and more recently, in
microanalysis chips for chemical and
biological applications. These systems
promise to transform classical
laboratory procedures into integrated
systems capable of providing new
understanding of fundamental chemical
and biological processes as well as
rapid, continuous discovery and
development of new products with less
use of resources and waste generation.
Chemical microsystems combine
chemical-synthesis-on-a chip and
microscale separation to enable multiple
synthesis steps, which are further
enhanced by information gained from
integrating miniaturized sensors and
actuators. Biological studies are
similarly accelerated by the integration
of cell manipulation and biochemical
detection. Applications of chemical and
biological microfluidics are illustrated
with case studies drawn from chemical
transformations, synthesis and assembly
of nano structures, and cellular
manipulation. Emphasis is placed on
applications that are enabled by
microfluidic systems and are difficult to
perform by conventional techniques.
Selecting the right scale - nano, micro,
and milli - is also touched
upon. Chemistry examples include the
creation of modular reconfigurable

chemical plants for on demand small
scale pharmaceutical production.
Cellular manipulation focuses on
microfluidic devices for delivery of
macromolecules and nanoparticles to
the cytosol.
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